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Helping Blinded Vets Of Different Eras Connect
(NAPSA)—A new program is
linking combat veterans of one era
with those wounded in more
recent conflicts.
The program, called Operation
Peer Support, connects combatblinded veterans of World War II,
Korea and Vietnam with newly
blinded veterans of Iraq and
Afghanistan.
The effort is an initiative of the
Blinded Veterans Association
(BVA) and the organization’s
Director of Government Relations,
Tom Zampieri, who is himself a
blinded veteran.
The connection between the two
groups of veterans was made at
the recent BVA convention. Thanks
to the generous support of Health
Net Federal Services, Genentech
and GlaxoSmithKline, seven veterans of the Iraq War and one from
the war in Afghanistan were
brought to the convention.
Physical and emotional isolation can be a huge issue for those
who have only recently lost their
eyesight. It’s thought that meeting
with other veterans, who are
among the few who understand
what they are truly going
through, will help the new veterans understand their options.
The Department of Defense has
confirmed that between March
2003 and April 2005, 16 percent of
all wounded evacuees from Iraq had
serious eye injuries.
Most, though not all, of the men
and women suffering eye casualties have been young soldiers victimized by unfortunate encounters
with improvised explosive devices
or sniper fire in Iraq and Afghanistan. Some have also returned
with permanently damaged or lost
limbs.
“Our gratitude to these brave

It’s estimated that more than 200
soldiers and marines have suffered serious eye injuries in the
global war on terror, and 40 are
legally blind.
men and women, as well as their
families, all of whom have sacrificed so much for us individually,
and as a nation, makes it an honor
to be in their presence,” said BVA
Executive Director Tom Miller.
Zampieri says that the VA
Office of Research & Development
estimates there are more than
160,000 blinded veterans in America today, and nearly 45,000 are
currently enrolled in the VA
health care system.
VA also estimates that by 2010,
the number of blinded veterans
enrolled will be close to 50,000,
due to eye disorders such as glaucoma and macular degeneration
that are associated with aging.
BVA helps these veterans to
regain their self-respect and contribute to the communities in
which they live and work.
BVA stands ready to provide
direction and assistance. The
association’s services are free and
available to any blinded veteran.
Membership is not a prerequisite
for help. For more information,
visit www.bva.org or call (800)
669-7079.

Celebration Stress Busters
by Mindy Hermann, R.D.
(NAPSA)—I start thinking
about celebrations about a month
ahead of time. Regardless of what
I’m planning—a birthday party, a
holiday meal or a dinner with
friends—I need a lot of time to
decide on a menu, shop, cook and
get the house ready. Planning
ahead works for me
because it lowers my
stress level. One or
more of these strategies may help to
reduce your stress:
Give up your
inner “Martha.”
Mindy Hermann Many of us strive to
be the perfect host,
trying to prepare perfect food and
decorations to create the ideal celebration. Unfortunately, doing too
much in too little time increases
stress, as well as disappointment
when the results don’t match the
promise in the magazine or television show.
Set aside morning time for
exercise. “Try to exercise first
thing in the morning,” suggests
Therese Samarco, L.M.S.W., manager of the Behavioral Medicine
Department at the Health Alliance
Plan in Detroit. “Physical activity
is a great stress reliever, and if it’s
out of the way for the day, you’ll
feel less stressed about trying to fit
it in during a busy day.”
Balance your eating. “Eat
somewhat less during the day, but
don’t starve yourself in order to

overeat at a party,” says Ms.
Samarco. “Before you leave home,
eat something small, about 100 to
200 calories, so that you’re not
ravenous.” A bowl of Whole Grain
Total® topped with milk and fruit,
for example, is a satisfying preparty snack, as well as a nutrition-packed breakfast.
Plan ahead. Decide how much
you are going to eat and drink
before you get to the celebration.
Ms. Samarco notes that “although
it’s a relaxant, alcohol can increase your stress by lowering
your inhibitions and also making
you feel lousy the next day so that
you don’t feel like exercising or
eating properly.”
Just say no. Take a look at
your calendar to make sure that
your schedule has room for
another party. It’s okay to say no
if fitting in another celebration is
too difficult.
Ask Mindy
Q: What can I do at family
parties? My relatives make me
feel guilty about not eating
the foods they prepared.
A: Before you go to the party,
decide what and how much you
plan to eat—the good thing about
family parties is that the food
tends to be the same each time—
and rehearse your answer to family members who tell you that
you’re eating too little. Or try eating a little of the foods they prepared, and fill up on fruits and
veggies, always a good choice.
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Is Your Nutrition Bar Right For You?
(NAPSA)—Thirty-three million
households buy nutrition bars and
shakes. but are they getting the
nutrition that’s right for their
lifestyles? While many nutrition
bars are portable nutrition powerhouses, a few popular bars have
as much or more sugar than a
doughnut. Most consumers do not
know this fact, according to a
recent survey of 1,000 Americans
conducted by Kelton Research to
better understand consumers’
behaviors, habits and knowledge
of nutritional content in the nutrition bar category.
The survey, commissioned by
Atkins Advantage® nutrition bars
and shakes, showed that consumers are not aware of the wide
range of sugar content in nutrition bars. Fifty percent of respondents incorrectly thought that a
Krispy Kreme® doughnut (10g of
sugar) had more sugar than
PowerBar® Performance’s top-selling Chocolate flavor (18g of sugar)
and Clif Bar ’s ® top-selling
Crunchy Peanut Butter flavor
(18g of sugar). Conversely, all the
Atkins Advantage® nutrition bars
are lower in sugar, each having 3g
or less of sugar.
How can consumers avoid the
sugar playing hide-and-seek in
their nutrition bars? According to
Colette Heimowitz, vice president,
nutrition communication and education, Atkins Nutritionals, Inc., it
can be as simple as paying more
attention to labels. “Even with
products in a healthy category,
like nutrition bars, consumers
must read labels to make the
right choice based on their nutrition philosophies and lifestyle
needs,” she said. “People who run
marathons have different sugar
requirements than those running
to a meeting. And with nutrition
bars being a popular food choice

***
Avoid having your ego so close
to your position that when your
position falls, your ego goes with
it.
—Colin Powell
***

***
It is when power is wedded to
chronic fear that it becomes
formidable.
—Eric Hoffer
***

***
Be civil to all; sociable to many;
familiar with few; friend to one;
enemy to none.
—Benjamin Franklin
***

***
Believe those who are seeking
the truth. Doubt those who find
it.
—Andre Gide
***
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How do your favorite nutrition bars and snacks stack up?
for snacks, workouts or on-the-go
meals, consumers need to be more
aware that some bars are packed
with more sugar than they probably want or need.”
In fact, sugar definitely appears to be on the minds of Americans. Of the many nutrition factors people monitor, sugar, along
with calories and fat, ranks in the
top three most important things
to look for on a nutrition label.
Eating less sugar was also cited
as the number one most difficult
healthy habit to practice in relation to nutrition, attributed by

most to not liking the taste of
healthy foods (42 percent) or not
having the knowledge of how to
follow this practice (18 percent).
But according to Heimowitz,
better nutrition can taste great.
“People can choose low sugar without sacrificing great taste. All
Atkins Advantage nutrition bars
have lower sugar than most brands
and are packed with protein and
fiber, yet they taste great and rank
among the top-selling bars.”
For more information on Atkins
Advantage nutrition bars, visit
www.atkins.com.

There’s Still Time To Protect Yourself
And Your Kids Against Influenza
(NAPSA)—If you think it’s too
late for you and your kids to stave
off the discomforts and possible
serious complications of the flu,
you’re in for some good news.
While October and November are
optimal months for getting vaccinated, receiving the flu vaccine
anytime through December and
beyond can still be beneficial, as
the flu season can last as late as
May.
“Children count on their parents and guardians for the best
possible care, and getting them
vaccinated against influenza is
the single best way to protect
them against this serious illness,”
says an official at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), adding that the vaccine is
safe, effective and cannot cause
the flu.
Each year in the United States,
on average, more than 20,000 children and tens of thousands of
adults are hospitalized due to
complications of influenza, and
some die from the disease. The
CDC recommends that beginning
at 6 months of age and up to their
fifth birthday, children get a flu
vaccine each year.
Children under the age of 5,
even if they are healthy, are
among those at highest risk for
flu-related complications such as
seizures and ear infections.
Deaths may also occur in children,

but are less common. Kids of any
age with chronic illnesses such as
asthma, heart disease and diabetes are particularly vulnerable.
The children at highest risk for flu
complications are infants under 6
months. These infants are too
young to receive the flu vaccine,
but their parents, other family
members and out-of-home caregivers can help protect them by
getting vaccinated.
The flu, which can cause symptoms including high fever,
headache, cough, nausea, weakness and muscle aches, is contagious and often transmitted
through sneezing and coughing.
While some people suffer mild
symptoms, others are too ill to
work or attend school.
Children should get ageappropriate vaccines through
their local health clinic or pediatrician. Individuals who received
the vaccine last year likely won’t
be protected from this year ’s
influenza because the flu viruses
change from year to year, which
is why the flu vaccine is updated
annually.
To find out when or where to
get a vaccine, contact your doctor
or local health department. To
find a clinic near you, visit
www.flucliniclocator.org and enter
your zip code.
To learn more, call CDC at (800)
CDC-INFO or visit www.cdc.gov/flu.

